Double Draw Poker Strategy

for the paytable where Three of a Kind pays 1:1 on the bonus bet

Five Aces

Natural Royal Flush

Four Aces

Wild Royal Flush

Straight Flush

Four 2s thru Ks

4 to a Straight Flush or 4 to Wild Royal Flush:

- WWA2; WWA3; WWA4; WWA5; WW45; WW56; WW67; WW78;
- WW89; WW9T; WWTJ; WTJA; WWQA; WWKA

Three Aces:

- Joker-Joker-Ace

4 to a Straight Flush or 4 to Wild Royal Flush:

- WW34; WW35; WW46; WW57; WW68; WW79; WW8T; WW9J
- WWTQ; WWJQ

Three Aces:

- Ace-Ace-Ace or Ace-Ace-Joker

4 to a Straight Flush or 4 to a Wild Royal Flush:

- W345; W456; W567; W678; W789; W89T; W9TJ; WTJQ

4 to a Straight Flush:

- WW36; WW47; WW58; WW7T; WW8J; WW9Q

4 to a Natural Royal Flush:

- TJQK

4 to a Straight Flush or 4 to a Wild Royal Flush:

- WW23; WW24; WW25; WW69; WWJK; WWQK; WWTK

4 to a Straight Flush or 4 to a Wild Royal Flush:

- W234; W235; W245; W346; W356; W457; W467; W568;
- W578; W679; W689; W78T; W79T; W89J; W8TJ; W9TQ;
- W9JQ; WJQK; WTJK; WTQK

Full House

4 to a Straight Flush:

- 2345; 3456; 4567; 5678; 6789; 789T; 89TJ; 9TJQ

4 to a Straight Flush:

- WW26; WW37; WW48; WW59; WW6T; WW7J; WW8Q; WW9K

4 to a Natural Royal Flush:

- TJQA; JQKA; TJKA; TQKA
4 to a Straight Flush or 4 to a Wild Royal Flush: WA23; WA24; WA25; WA34; WA35; WA45; W236; W246; W256; W347; W357; W367; W458; W468; W478; W569; W579; W589; W67T; W68T; W69T; W78J; W79J; W7TJ; W89Q; W8JQ; W8TQ; W9JK; W9QK; W9TK; WJKA; WJQA; WQKA; WTJA; WTKA; WTQA

Flush

4 to a Straight Flush: A234; A235; A245; A345; 2346; 2356; 2456; 3457; 3467; 3567; 4568; 4578; 4678; 5679; 5689; 5789; 678T; 679T; 689T; 789J; 78TJ; 79TJ; 89JQ; 89TQ; 8TJQ; 9JQK; 9TJK; 9TQK

Three of a Kind (2s thru Ks)

Pair of Jokers with a 7 or 8
Pair of Jokers with a 6 or 9
Pair of Jokers with a 5 or 10
Pair of Jokers

Straight

Two Pair

3 to a Straight Flush or 3 to a Wild Royal Flush: WA2; WA3; WA4; WA5; WJA; WKA; WQA; WTA

Joker + Ace

4 to a Flush having one Joker and one Ace

3 to a Straight Flush or 3 to a Wild Royal Flush: W45; W56; W67; W78; W89; W9T; WT

4 to a Straight: W345; W456; W567; W678; W89T; W9TJ; WTJQ

Pair of Natural Aces

3 to a Straight Flush or 3 to a Wild Royal Flush: W34; W35; W46; W57; W68; W79; W8T; W9J; WTQ; WJ

4 to a Straight: W346; W356; W457; W8TJ; W9JQ; W9TQ

3 to a Straight Flush: W58; W7T

4 to a Straight: W234; W235; W245; W568; W578; W689; W79T; WQK; WTJK; WTK
3 to a Straight Flush: W69

4 to a Straight: W467; W679; W78T; W89J

3 to a Straight Flush or 3 to a Wild Royal Flush: W23; W24; W25; W36; W47; W8J; W9Q; WJK; WQK; WTK

3 to a Natural Royal Flush: TJQ

4 to a Flush having one Joker and no Ace

3 to a Straight Flush: 345; 456; 567; 678; 789; 89T; 9TJ

Joker + Pair of 6s, 7s, 8s, or 9s

4 to a Flush having no Joker and zero or one Ace(s)

Joker + Pair of 2s, 3s, 4s, 5s, 10s, Jacks, Queens, Kings

3 to a Straight Flush: W48; W59; W6T; W7J

3 to a Natural Royal Flush: TJK

3 to a Straight Flush: W37; W8Q

3 to a Straight: W45; WTJ

3 to a Natural Royal Flush: TQK; JQK

3 to a Straight Flush: W26; W9K

Natural Ace + Pair of 2s thru Kings

3 to a Straight: W56; W67; W78; W89; W9T

Joker + 5 or 10

3 to a Straight Flush: 234; 235; 245; 346; 356; 457; 467; 568; 578; 679; 689; 78T; 79T; 89J; 8TJ; 9JQ; 9TQ

Joker + 7 or 8
Joker + 6 or 9

Pair of 5s, 6s, 7s, 8s, 9s, 10s

Joker + 4 or Jack
Pair of 2s, 3s, 4s, Jacks, Queens, or Kings

3 to a Natural Royal Flush: TJA; TQA; TKA; JQA; JKA; QKA

4 to a Straight: 2345; 3456; 4567; 5678; 6789; 789T; 89TJ; 9TJQ; TJQK

3 to a Straight Flush: A23; A24; A25; A34; A35; A45

Joker + 3 or Queen

3 to a Straight Flush: 236; 246; 256; 347; 357; 367; 458; 468; 478; 569; 579; 589; 67T; 68T; 69T; 78J; 79J; 7TJ; 89Q; 8JQ; 8TQ; 9JK; 9QK; 9TK

3 to a Flush having no Joker and one Ace

2 to a Natural Royal Flush: TA; JA; QA

2 to a Straight Flush: A5

2 to a Natural Royal Flush: KA

2 to a Straight Flush: A2; A3; A4

2 to a Natural Royal Flush: TJ

2 to a Straight Flush: 45; 56; 67; 78; 89; 9T

2 to a Natural Royal Flush: TQ; JQ

2 to a Straight Flush: 57; 68; 79; 8T

2 to a Flush: A7; A8

2 to a Straight Flush: 35; 46; 9J

2 to a Flush: A6; A9

2 to a Straight Flush: 34

3 to a Flush having no Joker or Ace

4 to a Straight: A345; TJQA

2 to a Natural Royal Flush: TK
2 to a Straight Flush: 58; 7T

2 to a Natural Royal Flush: JK

2 to a Straight Flush: 25; 69; 8J

3 to a Straight: 345; TJQ

2 to a Straight Flush: 47

3 to a Straight: 456; 9TJ

2 to a Natural Royal Flush: QK

3 to a Straight: 567; 678; 789; 89T

2 to a Straight Flush: 23; 24; 36; 9Q

4 to a Straight: 234A; 235A; 245A; 2456; 3457; 3567; 4568; 4678; 5679; 5789; 678T; 689T; 789J; 79TJ; 89TQ; 8TJQ; 9TJK; JQKA; TJK; TQKA

2 to a Straight: A2; A3; A4; A5; TA; JA; QA; KA

4 to a Straight: 2346; 2356; 3467; 4578; 5689; 679T; 78TJ; 89JQ; 9JQK; 9TQK

2 to a Straight Flush: 26; 37; 48; 59; 6T; 7J; 8Q; 9K

2 to a Straight: 45; 56; 67; 78; 89; 9T; TJ

Fold all other